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Studies of social birds and mammals have produced extensive theory regarding the formation and dynamics of kin-based social groups in vertebrates. However, comparing kin dynamics in birds and mammals to social reptiles provides the opportunity to identify selective factors that promote independent origins of kin sociality across vertebrates. We combined a 5-year mark-recapture study with a DNA micro-satellite analysis of relatedness in a social lizard (\textit{Xantusia vigilis}) to examine the formation and stability of kin groups. We found that these lizards are highly sedentary and that groups often form through the delayed dispersal of offspring. Groups containing juveniles had higher relatedness than adult-only groups, as juveniles were commonly found in aggregations with at least one parent and/or sibling. Groups containing nuclear family members were more stable than groups of less-related lizards, as predicted by social theory. We conclude that \textit{X. vigilis} aggregations conform to patterns of kin sociality observed in avian and mammalian systems and represent an example of convergent evolution in social systems. We suggest that kin-based sociality in this and other lizards may be a by-product of viviparity, which can promote delayed juvenile dispersal by allowing prolonged interaction between a neonate and its mother.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although general forms of sociality among unrelated individuals (e.g., herding, schooling) are widespread among vertebrates, many studies have focused on the role of kin in the organization and dynamics of social groups [1–4]. Vertebrate kin groups have been well-studied because their high levels of relatedness generate remarkably complex and interesting social behaviours [5], including cooperative breeding in birds [6,7] and mammals [8], alarm calling in rodents [9,10] and coalition formation in primates [11]. Notably, comparisons of kin group dynamics within and among social taxa can identify selective factors that promote independent origins of kin sociality across vertebrates [12–14].

Since Hamilton’s [15] initial theory of the evolution of social behaviour, synthetic work across taxa has revealed that closely related individuals can assemble into groups, cooperate among individuals, and form semistable units based on group composition and resource availability (reviewed in [13,14,16,17]). While much of this theory was developed for cooperatively breeding birds, recent work to integrate this field with general social theory suggests that these hypotheses can and should be applied to other social systems as well [18,19]. Because some level of parental care (and thus obligate social interaction among kin) is ubiquitous among birds and mammals, our understanding of the early transitional stages to sociality from an asocial predecessor may be especially enhanced by studying species with simple, facultative social systems and no direct parental care, such as lizards.

Although patterns of kin sociality in birds and mammals are well-resolved, the mechanisms driving the dynamics of these kin groups remain contentious. While many studies support the hypothesis that kin groups form specifically through the delayed dispersal of offspring (reviewed in [13]), others suggest that alternative mechanisms (e.g., emigration by single or multiple individuals) might also be prevalent in social group formation, at least among mammals (reviewed in [20]). This distinction is important because delayed dispersal is often considered critical in the evolutionary origin of social behaviour [15,19]. A second important mechanism involves the role of relatedness in group stability, broadly defined as the strength of cohesion among group members [21]. Although theory predicts that groups of high relatedness will be more stable than groups of less-related individuals, this...
The prediction has rarely been rigorously tested in vertebrates and is supported mainly by circumstantial evidence ([113], but see [22]). Examining this role of kin in group stability is important because it can inform how initial kin associations may then persist over time.

We used a social lizard (Xantusia vigilis, the Desert Night Lizard) to test these two hypotheses about the origin and stability of social groups. To test the first hypothesis that family groups form through the delayed dispersal of offspring, we examined the origin of social groups by quantifying natural dispersal and aggregation patterns in a mark-recapture study over a 5-year period. We then characterized the degree of kin sociality by estimating genetic relatedness and examining the frequency of nuclear family relationships within natural groups. To test the second hypothesis that kin groups are more stable than groups of lower relatedness, we used these movement and genetic data to quantify group stability and examine its relationship to relatedness. Finally, we examined other social lizards, compared patterns in lizards to mammals and birds and proposed that viviparity may have contributed to the evolution of kin sociality in reptiles by allowing prolonged interactions between parents and offspring.

2. STUDY SYSTEM

Xantusia vigilis is a very small (adult mass = 1.5 g) lizard that is common throughout the deserts of the southwestern United States and Mexico [23]. It lives in high densities in Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia) forests, depending on the shelter of fallen, decaying logs and rocks for cover [24]. This species is viviparous, giving birth to litters of one or two juveniles in August–October [25,26]. Individuals can live 8–10 years and have easily quantifiable levels of dispersal (less than 300 m; [24]).

From November through to February each year, these lizards actively aggregate underneath and inside fallen Joshua tree logs (figure 1). Winter aggregations can be as large as 20 lizards, but most commonly contain between two and six individuals [24]. Although this study does not seek to determine the cause of aggregation formation, it is of note that these winter groups appear to form independently of external resource distribution (A. Davis 2008, unpublished data), and mating does not occur until summer [27]. Summer collections rarely yield more than one lizard per log, and the few lizards found sharing a log in the summer were never in physical contact.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Field collection

To quantify natural dispersal and aggregation patterns, we conducted a capture-mark-recapture study from August 2003 to January 2008 on a 36 ha plot in the western Mojave Desert near Llano, CA (Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 34 29.468°N, 117 42.779°W). We hand-captured and pitfall-trapped lizards underneath fallen logs every summer (late August to early September) and winter (late December to early January) during the course of the study (see [28] for extended details). Each log on the plot was sampled only once per field season, but traps were checked up to three times before closing them between seasons.

Upon capture, we measured the latitude–longitude coordinates of the capture location using Magellan eXplorist 300 and SporTrak handheld GPS units, and our measured error was less than the 3 m limit listed by the manufacturer (data not shown). We also marked the log of capture so that each lizard could be returned to the exact capture location following off-site processing after no more than 3 days. During winter collection, we designated any lizards found within 0.3 m of each other as ‘aggregated’, but most lizards were found in direct physical contact with the other members of an aggregation.

At each capture, we measured the mass and snout-vent length (SVL) of each lizard. We also sexed each lizard by shining a light through the base of the tail to visualize hemipenes in males [29]. We then toe-clipped each newly captured individual with a unique combination for future identification and took a small piece of tail tissue (stored in 95% ethanol) for genetic analyses of relatedness.

(b) Calculating home range and dispersal

To estimate home range size and dispersal, we first converted the latitude–longitude coordinates of all capture locations to UTM coordinates using PROJ.4 v. 4.4.9 (http://trac.osgeo.org/proj/). We used ARCGIS v. 9.2 extension XTOOLS PRO v. 5.2 to construct and calculate the area of the minimum convex polygon for each lizard with a minimum of three captures (n = 54). We excluded two of these lizards as statistical outliers because they moved more than five times the distance of any other lizard in the home range estimation (more than 50 m) and remained at their new locations during subsequent captures, clearly identifying them as dispersers (see below). Nine lizards caught exactly three times were captured twice at locations with identical GPS coordinates, so for each, we adjusted one of their coordinates by 1 cm to allow the construction of a polygon. We first tested for effects of lizard SVL (a proxy for age), sex and recapture time interval on the home range area using Spearman rank correlation and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.

To quantify dispersal distance, we calculated the greatest straight-line distance between the two capture points of all recaptured lizards (n = 265). We then identified dispersers as any lizard that moved further than 1.65 times the average diameter of a home range. This value delineated the 90% quantile of the distribution of the greatest straight-line
distances between capture points for each lizard in the home-range estimation (see [30] for similar designation). We binned dispersers into four age classes by SVL (juvenile, young adult, adult and old adult) modified from Zweifel & Lowe [24] and used nominal logistic models to test for age and sex effects on dispersal frequency. We then tested for age, sex and time interval effects on dispersal distance using Spearman rank correlation and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.

(c) Molecular analyses of relatedness
To assess relatedness \( r \) of individuals, we estimated values of within-group \( r \) for each aggregation based on DNA microsatellite variation in a subset of field-caught lizards \( (n = 220 \) aggregations of 687 lizards). We extracted DNA from tail tissue using a standard Chelex protocol [31] and amplified eight microsatellite loci using the Qiagen Multiplex PCR Kit (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 and table S1). We visualized fluorescently labelled PCR products using an ABI 3730xl fragment analyser, and we scored genotypes using the Genemapper v. 4.0 software package. We found that these highly polymorphic loci (averaging 19.3 alleles/locus; electronic supplementary material, table S1) showed no evidence of linkage disequilibrium between loci and that seven of the eight loci did not deviate from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium after Bonferroni correction.

We found that these highly polymorphic loci (averaging 19.3 alleles/locus; electronic supplementary material, table S1) showed no evidence of linkage disequilibrium between loci and that seven of the eight loci did not deviate from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium after Bonferroni correction. The eighth locus was excluded from further analysis; see electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Only individuals that we confidently genotyped for at least four loci were used in analysis.

To estimate within-group relatedness, we calculated pairwise values of \( r \) for all individuals and by group using Relatedness v. 5.0.8 [32]. Because of the presence of a large aqueduct bisecting the study site, we considered lizards caught on the north side of this barrier to be a separate breeding population from the south side and constructed separate allele frequency tables for each population. These tables included all adult lizards genotyped at each site, irrespective of aggregation participation \( (n = 628 \) and 624 lizards from north and south, respectively). Because there was no difference in allele frequencies among years (FSTAT v. 2.9.3.2; \( p > 0.05 \) for all comparisons before Bonferroni correction), we pooled genotypes from all years into one allele frequency table per population. We then tested whether groups containing juveniles had higher within-group relatedness than adult-only groups by conducting four Wilcoxon signed-rank tests between groups with and without juveniles for groups of two, three, four and five individuals (no groups lacking juveniles contained more than five individuals) and combining \( p \)-values across these independent tests using the unweighted Z-method [33].

To assign nuclear family relationships, we used Kinship v. 1.3.1 [34] to calculate pairwise likelihood ratios for full sibling and parent–offspring relationships within aggregations. We conservatively assigned such relationships only to pairs with ratios that corresponded to \( p \)-values less than 0.001 to minimize erroneous assignments of relationship to unrelated pairs. We then assigned each aggregation to one of the three categories based on these kinship estimates: groups with nuclear family relationships, extended family relationships \( (r = 0.1–0.35) \), or no genetic relationships.

(d) Assessing group stability
To quantify group stability, we examined each of the groups for which we also had recapture data on one or more participants in consecutive winters and tallied the number of members of the original aggregation that were found at the same location the following year. If a lizard was the only remaining participant from the previous winter’s aggregation at that locality, then we scored the group as ‘1’. Accordingly, other scores (2–4) also correspond to the number of stable participants found in the same location in consecutive years. We then divided this value by the total number of lizards present in the original aggregation to determine a proportion of stable participants for each social group.

We then assessed the relationship between group stability and relatedness in two ways. First, we used a nominal logistic model to test the recapture likelihood of lizards from groups of differing relatedness (nuclear family, extended family, unrelated) with group size as a covariate. Second, we regressed the log-transformed proportion of stable participants against group size, and used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the residuals of this regression (owing to unequal variance among groups) to determine whether groups with nuclear family relationships were more stable than groups of lower relatedness. We conservatively excluded unrelated groups with juveniles from this analysis owing to low sample size for group stability \( (n = 2) \), and again analysed adult-only groups separately.

(e) Statistical analyses
We performed all statistical tests with JMP v. 7 and assessed significance at \( p \leq 0.05 \). All linear and logistic regressions were performed with forward and backward stepwise removal of non-significant terms and all appropriate interaction effects. Normality of residuals was assessed using Shapiro–Wilk tests, linearity by visual assessment of residual by predicted plots, autocorrelation with Durbin–Watson tests, and homogeneity of variance with Levene’s test for all relevant analyses. Non-parametric tests chosen were described above for data that violated assumptions of parametric analyses. Unless otherwise noted, only significant effects are reported.

4. RESULTS
(a) Field collection
We marked 2120 unique lizards and recaptured 265 of them for a total of 349 times. Incidentally, this low recapture rate (12.5%) was owing, in greater part, to low probability of detecting all individuals present during a census than to movement of individuals out of the study site or high mortality. This conclusion is supported by both demographic estimates of low catchability and high survival and by evidence of high genetic structure within populations (data not shown). We caught 67–125 aggregations of lizards each winter \( (n = 437 \) groups total), with group size ranging from 2 to 18 lizards. Depending on the year, we found 43–77% of the lizards participating in winter aggregations, yielding a global average of 65 per cent aggregation participation.
(b) Home range and dispersal

Fifty-two lizards (including 43 adults) caught three or more times were used in the calculation of home range area. Home range size varied from 0.1 to 53 m$^2$, with a mean of 6.05 m$^2$ and a median of 4.25 m$^2$, and the size did not differ between the sexes (Wilcoxon signed-rank, $Z = -0.24, p = 0.80$). The mean diameter of a home range was 5.59 m, with a range from 2.39 to 20.04 m.

Of the 265 recaptured lizards, we classified 30 (11.3%) as dispersers moving more than 9.22 m. Despite these globally low levels of dispersal, we found more dispersing lizards in younger age classes than in older, larger classes ($\chi^2 = 16.65, p = 0.001$; figure 2a). We also found that smaller lizards dispersed further than larger lizards (Spearman rank correlation, $\rho = -0.55, p = 0.002$; inset figure 2b). There was no effect of sex (Wilcoxon signed-rank, $Z = 0.29, p = 0.77$), as mean male dispersal was 25.7 m and mean female dispersal was 26.1 m (excluding the one long distance disperser, a female, figure 2b), and dispersal distance was unaffected by the time span between the two captures (Spearman rank correlation, $\rho = 0.24, p = 0.21$). Despite finding higher levels of dispersal among young lizards, the vast majority of juveniles delayed their dispersal at least a year. In at least five cases, lizards followed since birth still had not dispersed from the natal location after more than 3 years.

(c) Kin structure of groups

Mean within-group relatedness ($r$) was higher for groups with juveniles than adult-only groups (combined Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for groups of two to five lizards, $Z = -4.41, p < 0.001$; figure 3a), indicating a highly significant effect of juvenile presence on relatedness independent of group size. Remarkably, the global average of within-group $r$ for all groups containing juveniles was 0.137 (the equivalent of cousin or half-sibling relatedness values), while groups with only adults averaged $-0.002$, as expected of groups not composed of kin.

At least 57 per cent of aggregating juveniles ($n = 117$ total) were found in groups with members of their nuclear family (parents and/or siblings; figure 3b). Another 21 per cent of juveniles were found in relationships categorized as ‘extended’ family, which had pairwise $r$-values between 0.1 and 0.35. Only 22 per cent of aggregating juveniles were found in groups of all unrelated individuals.

(d) Group stability

We had recapture data in consecutive winters for one or more group participants in 38 of the 117 groups containing juveniles and 21 of 109 groups with only adults. In groups with juveniles, lizard recapture success depended on group relatedness. We recaptured only two individuals from groups with no kin relationships, while lizards from groups with nuclear or extended family relationships were recaptured more successfully (from 40 to 50% of groups; whole model: $\chi^2 = 19.72, p < 0.001$; group size effect: $\chi^2 = 6.26, p = 0.012$; group type effect: $\chi^2 = 10.45, p = 0.005$; no interaction effect: $p = 0.136$; figure 4a). We found no effect of relatedness on recapture success in groups of only adults ($\chi^2 = 4.26, p = 0.234$).

In groups with juveniles, we found up to four group members aggregated in the same location in consecutive years, and high levels of group stability (two or more individuals) were detected in 29 per cent (11 of 38) of the groups. All of these aggregations with two or more stable participants were groups with nuclear family relationships, and such stability was absent from either extended family or unrelated groups. Additionally, the proportion of stable group participants (stability index) was almost twice as high in groups with nuclear family members than in groups with extended family relationships (figure 4b). Nearly half of the lizards in nuclear
family groups containing juveniles rejoined their original aggregation the following year. To verify that this effect was not driven by group size, we analysed the ranked residuals from the regression of stability index (log-transformed, see §3) on group size and found higher group stability in nuclear family groups (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( X^2_{1} = 7.38, p = 0.007 \); inset figure 4b). This relationship is significant even after removing the two nuclear family groups with high (1.0) stability values (\( X^2_{1} = 5.43, p = 0.02 \)). Because there is a negative relationship between group size and stability index (\( F_{1,23} = 4.79, p = 0.039 \)), it is unlikely that group size is driving the relationship between high relatedness and group stability because nuclear family groups are slightly (although not significantly) larger than extended family groups (mean group size of 5.2 versus 4.0 individuals, respectively; \( F_{1,23} = 1.07, p = 0.312 \)).

Although we only considered the first and consecutive capture years of each group for this analysis to ensure independence of data, we found that four of these nuclear families (termed ‘dynasties’) continued to reform stable

Figure 3. (a) Within-group relatedness of different group sizes by juvenile presence (right) or absence (left) shows that groups with juveniles have higher relatedness than adult-only groups (combined Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for groups of two to five lizards, \( Z = -4.41, p < 0.001 \)). Horizontal grey reference lines correspond to a relatedness value of 0, expected if groups are composed of unrelated individuals. Histograms show the number of groups of each size, and error bars represent \( \pm 1 \) s.d. (b) Per cent of social juveniles (\( n = 117 \)) in aggregations of differing kin relationship classes. White wedges denote different categories of nuclear family relationships (57% total). White, nuclear family; grey, extended family; black, unrelated.

Figure 4. (a) Relative proportion of groups with juveniles by aggregation type shows higher recapture probability of lizards from groups containing kin than from unrelated groups (group type effect: \( X^2_{2} = 10.45, p = 0.005 \); see text for full model details). Sample sizes above the bars indicate the total number of groups of each type (\( n = 117 \) groups total). White bar, recapture; black bar, no recapture. (b) Proportion of stable group participants by group type, in groups with both recapture data and juveniles (\( n = 24 \) groups). Inset graph displays the Wilcoxon signed-rank test using ranked residuals to remove a group size effect, showing that group stability is higher in groups with nuclear family members (\( X^2_{1} = 7.38, p = 0.007 \)). Error bars represent \( \pm 1 \) s.d.
aggregations, with multiple cohorts of related juveniles and a single breeding pair, in the same location each winter for up to 4 years. However, relatedness had no effect on stability in groups with only adults (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, $\chi^2 = 0.007, p = 0.99$).

5. DISCUSSION
We found that the dynamics of social groups in the lizard X. vigilis are strikingly similar to patterns of kin sociality observed in avian and mammalian systems, representing a clear example of convergent evolution in social systems. In the ensuing discussion, we briefly summarize our major conclusions and explore their implications in the study of sociality.

We found that individuals of X. vigilis are highly sedentary, with extremely small home ranges stable over multiple years and with very low dispersal (corroborating patterns inferred from molecular data [35]). This long-lived, sedentary life history is rare among small lizards [36], although common in bird and mammal species with kin sociality [37]. Almost three-quarters of juveniles delayed dispersal for at least 1 and up to 3 years, and more than half chose to aggregate during that time with nuclear family members. While the stability of kin groups depended on both high relatedness and presence of juveniles, we also found evidence of dynasties with one breeding pair and multiple cohorts of offspring stable over several years of capture. To the extent that kin groups form through delayed dispersal of juveniles, our study supports the conclusion that kin sociality can and does evolve in remarkably similar ways across vertebrate taxa (and, notably, among some social invertebrates [38,39]) despite vast differences in ecology, physiology and evolutionary history.

This study contributes to the understanding of vertebrate kin sociality in three major ways. First, our tests of kin group formation and especially stability in a third major radiation of terrestrial vertebrates extend the generality of predictions about kin groups to squamate reptiles, a group in which kin sociality has not historically been appreciated [40]. Second, our study helps clarify the mechanisms by which kin groups form and operate. Specifically, the delayed dispersal of juveniles has been under scrutiny as the fundamental mechanism by which kin groups form [20], and our data support the importance of juvenile philopatry in kin group formation [13,14]. Finally, comparisons among vertebrate social systems help identify complex traits that promote the evolution of sociality.

Kin group formation through juvenile philopatry must be explained by both the initiation and extension of interaction between parents and offspring. In avian and mammalian kin groups, this interaction is initiated through obligate parental care (provisioning of altricial young) and then extended through a variety of behaviours and environmental factors (such as cooperatively breeding when resources are scarce [37]). This progression is harder to explain in lizards, with no need for direct parental care. However, comparing social systems within lizards can identify factors that trigger sociality through delayed dispersal in autonomous young.

Complex, nuclear family-based sociality has been suggested in at least 18 other lizard species (of approximately 5000 total species) across at least seven different families (see electronic supplementary material, table S2; reviewed in [40,41]). Although much of this evidence is strictly anecdotal, extensive studies in the Australian skink, genus Egeria in particular show clear kin structure within social groups of several species, including some species with stable nuclear family groups strikingly similar to those we described here in the unrelated X. vigilis [40–50]. The rarity (<=0.5% of all species) and broad taxonomic distribution of lizard kin sociality suggest a derived trait with multiple independent origins within squamates [40, 41]; see also electronic supplementary material, table S2).

When all social lizard species are evaluated concomitantly, an intriguing correlation appears between the mode of reproduction and the formation of kin groups. Seventeen of the 19 species suggested to form family groups are also viviparous (see electronic supplementary material, table S2), a mode of reproduction found only in about 20 per cent of squamate species and hypothesized to have evolved strictly as a physiological adaptation (generally to extreme or variable environments [51]). Although any in-depth analysis would have to account for phylogeny, this preliminary association between sociality and viviparity could be important for understanding the origins of long-term, kin-based social structure in lizards. In contrast to oviparity, viviparity ensures contact between a juvenile and its mother and siblings at birth [52]. This contact could then be extended through time, potentially for very long periods, thus resulting in family-based social structure.

We propose that viviparity in lizards can provide a mechanism for the prolonged parent–offspring contact that leads to extended kin sociality, analogous to that suggested in birds and mammals (e.g. cooperative breeding is rarer in clades with precocial young compared to taxa with altricial young [12]). In viviparous lizards, initial parent–offspring contact can then be extended either through passive build-up of offspring mediated by low juvenile dispersal or actively promoted through forms of indirect parental care (like reduced parental aggression [41,52,53]), the classic dichotomy in the evolution of sociality described by Hamilton [15]. Because viviparity fundamentally ensures parent–offspring contact in a way that oviparity does not, its relative rarity among lizards may explain why kin sociality is not more common in this taxon.

The importance of this and other comparisons of convergent systems lies in revealing both similarities and differences in how traits evolve. In studies of social lizards, convergence has revealed that direct parental care, a shared trait in kin social mammals and birds, is not necessary for the evolution of kin sociality. Although the details of the mechanisms that create and extend parent–offspring interaction may vary across species, studies like these suggest that this contact is fundamental to the evolution of kin sociality among diverse organisms.

All methods were approved by the Chancellor’s Animal Research Committee (Sine0002-1) at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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